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The new Boat Toy Set with fun Water Friends

Off to new adventures on the high seas! With the 4-piece Boat Toy Set from LÄSSIG, children can playfully explore the world 
together with their animal friends Pau, Hippo and Croco. The innovative toy set made of shape-retaining biocomposite consists 
of a boat and three adventurous animal figures that fit perfectly into the boat‘s custom-fit recesses. Whether in the sandbox, 
in the bathtub or in the swimming pool – the Boat Toy Set from LÄSSIG offers limitless play fun, promotes creativity and is 
particularly sustainable.

Multifunctional: water play and strainer in one

The design and variety of uses turn the Boat Toy Set into something very special. The boat consists of a bottom part that 
can be lowered into the water and an upper part that can also be used as a sieve. The surface of the boat is embossed with 
a leaf vein texture that leaves pretty patterns in the sand. In addition, the toy has a macramé cord that can be used to 
pull the boat. This way, it can be used both on the water playground, in the sandbox, on the beach, at the lake, at the creek 
or in the bathtub. A real multi-talent! 

Interactive play: for more creativity and imagination

The Boat Toy Set from LÄSSIG encourages children aged 18 months and older to playfully explore the elements of water 
and sand. Countless stories can be invented with the accessories: Friends going on an exciting boat trip together, setting off on an 
adventurous journey of exploration or bravely traveling the world alone. Role-playing encourages interactive and imaginative 
play and stimulates creativity. The individual parts of the Boat Toy Set are designed in pure, matte primary colors to create a calm 
environment for children. For even more fun, the different elements can be ideally combined with the LÄSSIG Sand Toy Set. 
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Sustainable: biocomposite preserves the environment

The Boat Toy Set is made of robust biocomposite, a mixture of 70% polypropylene 
and 30% cellulose. The reduced use of fossil raw materials makes this toy 
set particularly resource-friendly and environmentally friendly. At the same time, 
it is BPA-free as well as durable and shape retaining. 

Material: biocomposite (70% polypropylene, 30% cellulose) 

UVP: 13.95 £


